Accurate, Easy-to-Use
Identification with
Iris Capture
Advanced Iris Recognition
Technology
DataWorks Plus now offers iris capture and recognition with
Iris Plus. Iris recognition systems are quickly emerging as a
highly accurate and reliable tool for biometric identification.
Capture technology has become more sophisticated and cost
effective and capabilities will continue to evolve making iris
recognition the future of biometric identification.

Iris scanners use infrared technology to
capture high-resolution images of the iris
(circular, colored part of the eye).

Quick, Accurate Enrollment



Store iris images within the
booking record



High accuracy with small
footprint



Faster than fingerprint scans



As accurate as fingerprints



Low error rates



Fast enrollment process

High-resolution iris images actually contain 100 more reference points for



Not intrusive, non-invasive

comparison than a fingerprint. When checking for identification or



Not impeded by glasses or
contact lenses

Making an iris scan is as quick and easy as taking a picture. With the IRIS
Plus capture module, you can collect valuable iris scans during routine
bookings which can then be used for future matching and identification
purposes. The iris capture process can be seamlessly integrated with your
workflows. The iris images are then securely stored within the individual’s
booking record along with any mugshots or SMT images.

Stable & Unique
Like fingerprints, no two people, even twins, have the same iris. The unique
patterns of the iris are used for verification or identification of an individual.

verification, false acceptance and rejection rates are very low.
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Iris Recognition -- Accurate, Easy-to-Use

Irises are captured and
stored in a single record
with mugshots, fingerprints,
and SMTs.

Multiple Capture Devices
You will have flexibility when
selecting the best iris capture
device for a wide variety of
applications.

Investigations
Watch Lists
Identification at Booking/
Release

See What Our Customers have to say about DataWorks Plus...
“Awesome company to deal with, very flexible
and always quick to respond to my concerns. It
really makes me feel like a partner in the
process, not just a client.“

“DataWorks stood by every promise made
during the pre-sale meetings. There were no
“bait and switch” tricks or false representations
made. They delivered a great product, on time,
and the customer service has been excellent.”

DataWorks Plus is dedicated to providing the Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Market with affordable, top of the line products and technology to improve the
productivity, efficiency, and safety of officers and other staff. We offer solutions for
mobile identification, inmate tracking, booking, crime scene data and image
management, live scans, fingerprint archive, facial recognition, records management,
and fusion centers.
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